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<--- diamond buttons, foot switch

-------------------------------------------------------------HOME SCREEN: (i.e., when patch is loaded)
!1, !2, !3 knobs edit parameters of current FX
!1 button to access MENU functions (see below)
!2 button to access MEMORY functions (see below)
!3 button changes parameter pages, hold-press FX THRU
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Change FX for current slot, hold-press for CATEGORIES
CATEGORIES: use Up/Down/L/R to select, FS for ENTER
select EXIT category to CANCEL.
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Scroll left/right through active slots in FX chain,
hold-press to add an FX to the left or right
of the current slot (uses CATEGORY selection)
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Foot-Switch- in HOME SCREEN, turns individual FX on/off,
hold-press to enter tuner or tap tempo (based on SETTINGS)
-------------------------------------------------------------SETTINGS: !1 button enters SETTINGS mode
DELETE EFFECT UNIT- removes FX & slot from patch/chain
EFFECT CHAIN- re-arrange FX order in chain
“lift-up” and “lift-down” [sic]
Bluetooth- [OFF, ON, PAIRING]
NOTE: Pairing only need for first time.
Turn off BT when not in use.
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HOLD FOR TUNER/TAP — [TUNER, TAP TEMPO] ..for F"S
BYPASS/MUTE TUNER — [BYPASS, MUTE]
POWER MANAGEMENT — [OFF, ON] (off in 10 hrs)
AUTO SAVE — [OFF, ON] - saves all edits
BATTERY TYPE — [ALKALINE, NiMH]
LCD BACKLIGHT — [OFF, ON, 15 sec, 30 sec]
LCD CONTRAST — [1-10]
-------------------------------------------------------------SETTINGS:

-------------------------------------------------------------MEMORY: !2 button enters MEMORY mode
!2 knob selects patches,
!2 button to exit memory return to home/edit
!3 button assigns patches to FS list (A, B .. up to Z)
!3 button hold-press clears FS list
F
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on the MEMORY page, cycles through FS LIST

!1

“STORE” brings up NAME/SAVE screen
with the following controls:
!1 knob- < > moves text cursor
!2 knob- DEST chooses destination patch number
!3 knob- CHAR chooses characters
!3 button: SKIP jumps through character types
!1 button: ENTER stores patch
!2 button: EXIT without saving
-------------------------------------------------------------NOTES:
* POWER ON by plugging cord into input, (no audio pop)
* Signal flows from RIGHT-TO-LEFT through the chain
(following the jack sides).
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* if the F S hold-press is set to activate TAP TEMPO,
then the tuner is not available. Tap tempo is always
available with !1 button.
* Some combinations of complex FX can exceed
the available DSP. “DSP FULL” is displayed
and the FX will be put in a THRU MODE (over the effect).
This will allow you to remove or replace other FX
in the chain without having to reload this choice.
* LineSel FX allows you to set levels for line out and FX out,
and the F"S toggles between direct to output,
or to FX. Effectively, ON/BYPASS for everything after LineSel.
* Input is rated at -20dBm, 1M-Ohm.
* Output level: Line +5dBm
* Output load impedance of 10 kΩ or more
* POWER DC 9V (ctr neg), 500mA (zoom AD-16), there is also
a battery setting for Alkaline & NiMH in settings.
* ALL INITIALIZE (does not remove add-ons from Stomp Share)
press & hold #1 button while powering on. Confirm.

